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SUMMARY

Significantly more carcinomas developed from papillomas on
syngeneic grafts of 3-methylcholanthrene-initiated skin carried
by immunologically incompetent as compared to immunolog-
ically competent host mice. The number of carcinomas in a
given treatment group was inversely correlated with the hosts'

ability to effect papilloma regression. When regression was
delayed by a prolonged immunologie impairment, carcinomas
appeared earlier and in greater numbers than when papilloma
regression occurred at an accelerated rate. The observed
differential in numbers of carcinomas between thymecto-
mized-irradiated and untreated or immunologically stimulated
groups could be entirely attributed to the greater number of
papilloma-days risk in the long-term immunologically de
pressed recipients. The rate of malignant progression was
found to be constant and independent of the occurrence of
papilloma regressions. These data suggest that immunologie
surveillance can act at the macroscopic level to reduce the risk
of malignancy but only insomuch as such surveillance reduces
the total number of papilloma-days experienced by the host.
The lack of discriminatory power of the immune system for
lesions with low and high malignant potential suggests that
antigenicity and malignant potential are, at least in skin
papillomas, independent characters.

INTRODUCTION

The original concept of immunologie surveillance as pro
posed by Thomas and Burnet (1, 7,) envisioned the immune
elimination of incipient tumors at the microscopic level. The
existence of tumor systems in which grossly visible lesions
routinely undergo regression, namely skin papillomas in the
mouse (cf. 6, 8) provide a suitable model for examining the
possibility of the operation of immunologie surveillance at the
macroscopic level. One of us (M. A. L.) has recently pre
sented evidence for the immunologie basis for papilloma
regression (4). Further studies using individual papilloma lines
have corroborated this finding (5).

The question examined here is whether papilloma regression
comprises a significant type of immunologie surveillance

against skin cancer. It is unknown at this time whether
regressing papillomas include premalignant lesions or whether
regressing papillomas regress because they are intrinsically
benign. The relevance of papilloma regression to the problem
of progression was studied by following the long-term fate of
papilloma populations developing in controlled immunologie
environments.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The methods of this experiment are essentially identical to
those described previously (4) in which skin grafting of
carcinogen-initiated skin was done to permit papilloma devel
opment in controlled immunologie environments. As before,
carcinogen treatment consisted of 10 days of topical exposure
to a 10-mm Millipore filter disc impregnated with a 10%
solution of 3-methylcholanthrene in paraffin. The preparation
and application of these discs was described in the earlier
study (4). Skin donors were adult female mice of the
BALB/cAn strain. Five days after the discs were removed, the
carcinogen-treated skin from the donor animals was excised,
scraped, cut, and grafted to isologous recipients which had
received specific treatments designed to systematically alter
their immunologie reactivity. The efficacy of the treatments
had been determined by monitoring the recipients with test
allografts (4).

Recipients were divided into 4 groups according to their
treatment schedule, as follows:

Group 1 (MER-treated). This group consisted of 107 adult
BALB/cAn females treated at either 4 or 15 days before
grafting with an i.p. injection of 0.25-0.60 mg of a methanol
extraction residue of bacille Calmette-Guerin in saline.
Group 2 (controls). This group consisted of 101 adult

BALB/cAn females of which 69 were untreated and 32 were
sham-thymectomized when 6â€”8weeks of age.

Group 3 (sham-thymectomized/inadiated). This group con
sisted of 68 adult BALB/cAn mice, 29 males and 39 females
which were sham-thymectomized when 6-8 weeks of age and
irradiated with 450 R of whole-body X-irradiation 1 day
(females) or 3 weeks (males) before grafting.3

Group 4 (thymectomized/irradiated). This group consisted of
78 adult BALB/cAn mice, 29 males and 49 females which
were thymectomized when 6-8 weeks of age and irradiated
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There were no significant differences between the responses of the
males and females receiving the above treatments, so their data are
pooled for ease of presentation.
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with 450 R of whole-body X-irradiation 1 day (females) or 3
weeks (males) before grafting.3

X-irradiation was administered under the following con
dition: 190 kv, 20 ma, 0.5 mm Cu 1.0 mm Al filtration, at a
target distance of 50 cm, giving 38 R/minute.

As determined by allograft monitoring in BALB/cAn males,
the above procedures could be reasonably expected to have
the following effects: Group 1, MER pretreatment would
produce a variable degree of immunologie stimulation provid
ing treated hosts a slight immunologie superiority over
controls (Group 2). Group 3, Sublethal irradiation would
provide a transient immune depression lasting from 3 to 4
weeks. Group 4, thymectomy preceding irradiation would
prolong the immunosuppressive effects of the X-rays for a
period ranging from 4 to 7 weeks.

Papilloma regressions were recorded only for lesions which
had persisted for at least a week. Scoring criteria have been
described previously (3). Malignancy could usually be
accurately diagnosed by sequential observation of the mor
phology of the papillomas. Grossly keratotic lesions or
papillomas with local ulcÃ©rationcharacteristically had a high
incidence of malignant degeneration. The carcinomas in this
study were all derived from lesions that had been previously
scored as papillomas. Papillomas adjacent to infiltrating
carcinomas on the same graft were excluded from long-term
analysis. All lesions not killing their hosts were confirmed
histologically at the end of the experiment 210â€”250 days
after grafting.

All grafts were examined 3 times per week for the first six
weeks and 1 time weekly thereafter for indices of malignancy
as described above. The readings taken each week were done
"blind" in that the records of the previous week were not

consulted. When a lesion had developed into an overt
carcinoma, its past history was checked and the day recorded
when malignancy was initially suspected. The number of false
positives proved to be less than 5% of the eventual number of
true malignancies as determined by invasion into the pan-
niculus or progressive growth to death of the host. For the
purpose of this study, the day when the gross appearance of
the lesion had first suggested its malignant character was
designated the day when the carcinoma "originated."

RESULTS

Papilloma Regression

Roughly twice as many papillomas initially developed from
grafts made to either of the X-irradiated groups (Group 3 and
Group 4 had 53 and 56 papillomas on 68 and 63 grafts
respectively; average, 0.85 papillomas/graft) than in the
non-X-irradiated groups (Group 1 and Group 2 had 48 and 43
papillomas on 107 and 101 grafts respectively; average, 0.42
papillomas/graft). The fate of these papillomas is shown
graphically in Chart 1. These data include from 40 to 48
papillomas in each group which could be reliably followed
from their onset through 200 days postgrafting.

The dynamics of papilloma regression are entirely consistent
with the projected immunologie resistance of each group. The
greatest proportion of regressing papillomas was recorded in
Group 1, the most immunologically competent group (34/48
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Chart 1. Extinction curves based on regression rates for the papilloma
populations in the four treatment groups. Note that papillomas which
were obliterated by invasive carcinomas are excluded from the data.
THYMX, thymectomized.

or 71%). The next most competent groups, Group 2 and
Group 3, had intermediate degrees of regression (25/40 or 63%
and 28/47 or 60% respectively). This latter proportion is in
marked contrast with the proportion regressing in Group 4,
where only 13/43 or 30% regressed. Note that regressions in
sham-thymectomized/irradiated hosts occurred at a time (5
weeks post irradiation) when immunologie competence would
have been largely recovered.

Papilloma Progression

For comparison of carcinoma incidences one subgroup in
each of the nonirradiated groups (Group 1 and Group 2) was
excluded so that comparable numbers of hosts could be
analyzed concurrently among the nonirradiated and irradiated
groups.

Latency. The accumulation of malignancies with time on
60-68 grafts in each of the 4 groups is shown in Chart 2. It is
apparent that carcinoma latency bears an inverse relationship
to the rank of the groups according to increasing immunologie
competence. While the first carcinoma was not detected until
74 days postgrafting in Group 1, a carcinoma had been
detected by Day 27 postgrafting in Group 4. As seen in the
section on papilloma regression, Groups 2 and 3 were
intermediate in carcinoma latency: the first carcinoma
appeared on Days 45 and 42 postgrafting respectively. Note
that significant numbers of carcinomas were appearing in
Group 4 at a time (Days 30-50) when regressions were
occurring exclusively in the other 3 groups.

Incidence. The final carcinoma incidence for each of the 4
groups at 250 days postgrafting (expressed as number of
carcinomas over the number of grafts) was 6/61 (10%) in
Group 1; 9/68 (13%) in Group 2; 15/60 (25%) in Group 3; and
22/68 (32%) in Group 4. These incidences differ significantly
from that expected if the groups had been drawn from the
same population.

A X^ test for homogeneity gave X2 = 10.65, df 3,P<0.01.
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Chart 2. Latency and incidence of carcinomas developing from
3-methylcholanthrene-initiated isografts in different immunologie en
vironments. THYMX, thymectomized. The following numbers of car
cinomas were observed (per numbers of animals): MER, 6/61 ; controls,
9/68; SHAM THYMX + X-RAY, 15/60; THYMX + X-RAY, 22/68.

Most of the inhomogeneity was contributed by the high
incidence of malignancies in the thymectomized/irradiated
group. The carcinoma incidence of Group 4 was significantly
greater than that of the other 3 groups combined (X2 = 16.46,

df 2, P < 0.05). The differences in incidence between Groups
1, 2, and 3 were insignificant (X2 = 1.28, df 1,P> 0.2).

DISCUSSION

It is evident from the results that a causal relationship exists
between papilloma regression and absence of progression. This
relationship could take one of at least three forms: (a)
Regression might result in selective elimination of papillomas
with low malignant potential, (ft) Regression might result in
selective elimination of papillomas with high malignant poten
tial, (c) Regression might occur indiscriminately among
papillomas with low and high malignant potential. These
alternative hypotheses can be tested using the papilloma
populations described here.

As can be seen in Chart 1, from the hyperbolic shape of the
extinction curves for immunologically competent hosts
(Groups 1, 2, and 3), papilloma regressions initially occurred
at a high rate and then tapered off. If the first hypothesis were
correct, the proportion of carcinomas developing as a function
of the number of persisting papillomas would begin to increase
as the more benign papillomas were rapidly eliminated from
the population at risk for progression. Conversely, if the
second hypothesis were correct, the proportion of new
carcinomas would decrease with time as the papillomas with
greatest malignant potential were eliminated. If the third
hypothesis were correct, the proportion of new carcinomas as
a function of persisting papillomas would remain constant
with time and would be independent of whether or not
regressions were ongoing in a particular group.

These alternative hypotheses are depicted diagrammatically

in Chart 3, which gives the expected malignancy curves in
immunologically competent hosts in which papilloma re
gression begins at about 35 days postgrafting. It is evident
from the shape of the expected as compared to the observed
curves (data from Table 1, first 3 groups) that as predicted by
the third hypothesis, the onset of regressions did not alter the
rate at which malignancies occurred.

Expected Incidence Curves for Corcinomos
Developing in Competent Hosts

/1 Regressions eliminate paps
S low malignant potential

2} Regressions eliminate paps c
high malignant potential

3) Regressions indiscriminate

Observed data points for
competent hosts

Regressions

80 120 160

Days Postgrofting
200

Chart 3. Hypothetical curves of carcinoma incidence in immuno
logically competent hosts as a function of persisting papillomas to show
the impact of selective versus nonselective regressions of premalignant
lesions.

A quantitative approximation of this type of evaluation
could be obtained by calculating the rate at which malig
nancies accrued in each group as a function of the number of
persisting papillomas. If progression were independent of
regression as predicted by the third hypothesis, the rate of
malignant progression would be comparable in all 4 groups
irrespective of their regression rates.

As an index of the rate of progression, the populations of
papillomas were sampled at fixed intervals and the number of
new malignancies expressed as a fraction of the total papillo
mas which had persisted for the duration of that interval.
Confirmation of the third hypothesis would depend on the
proportion of new malignancies being similar among the 4
groups both early in papillomagenesis, when regressions
occurred preferentially in immunologically competent hosts,
and Â¿are,whenregressions were infrequent in all groups.

Table 1 shows the results of such a calculation for the 4
groups. A 40-day period was arbitrarily chosen as the interval,
beginning on Day 25 postgrafting (the average latency for all
the papillomas). The numerators of each fraction represent the
number of new carcinomas: the denominators represent the
number of papillomas present at the end of a given 40-day
interval. For example, the fractions shown in Row 1 represent
the number of carcinomas (numerator) that had developed
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Group
MER Control
[61] [68]

Table 1

Sham thymectomy
+ X-ray

[60]

Initial no. of papillomas 32

Interval

30 53

Thymectomy
+ X-ray

[67]

56

Proportion of papillomas becoming malignant at consecutive 40-day intervals.

% with
Totals carcinomas

IIIIIIIVV1/203/130/90/71/75/56(9%)2/293/160/122/120/67/65(11%)3/293/274/273/181/714/108(13%)5/504/373/244/173/1419/142(13%)11/11812/937/729/525/3444/3699131017IS11.9

between Day 25 through Day 64 postgrafting as a function of
the number of papillomas that had persisted through Day 64
(denominator). It is evident that during the first 40 days, more
papillomas regressed in each of the first 3 groups than in
Group 4, where only 6 regressions occurred (56 initially, 50
remaining). Nevertheless, it is apparent by inspection that the
proportion of carcinomas at the end of the first interval was
similar in all the groups as predicted by the third hypothesis.
Progression under the conditions of this experiment appears to
be remarkably uniform with time (rows) (roughy 12% of the
persisting papillomas every 40 days) as well as across treatment
groups (columns). The fact that the percentages across the
bottom were uniform (9, 11,13, and 13% respectively) implies
that the number of 40-day papilloma units determined the
proportion of malignancies, i.e., the number of papilloma days
at risk. Thus, the total number of pap ilIonia days permitted
for the 68 initiated grafts made to control hosts was 65 X 40
(or 2,600) papilloma-days, during which time 7 malignancies
developed. The total for the 67 initiated grafts made to
thymectomized/irradiated hosts was 142 X 40 (or 5,680)
papilloma-days, during which time 19 malignancies developed.
It is apparent that the roughly 2-fold increment in malig
nancies correlates closely with the 2-fold increment in number
of papilloma days at risk.

A more extensive analysis of this question of the risk of
malignant progression with time has been made elsewhere (5).
It was found that the constancy of malignant progression with
time observed here is a general property of skin papilloma
populations. Such a finding is entirely consistent with the
concept that malignant progression is a random event (3). The
additional finding of this study is that papilloma antigenicity,
as reflected by susceptibility to regression, is also unrelated to
malignant progression.

Although these data suggest that immunologie surveillance
exists at the macroscopic as well as the microscopic level to
reduce the incidence of malignancies, one word of caution is
necessary. In these experiments the papilloma population was
promoted by transplantation of the initiated skin to syngeneic
recipients. This also served to avoid complications due to
depression of immune reactivity by the carcinogen. It is not
certain from this work whether the immune reaction would

have been as efficacious without the transplantation procedure
which might have aided the immunization process. However,
crops of papillomas promoted in situ in the initiated animal by
croton oil also undergo regression (6), so that it is probable
that the transplantation procedure was not necessary for
activation of the immune surveillance mechanism. We believe,
therefore, that these data are applicable to the question of
immunologie surveillance in the primary animal.

In passing, it should be mentioned that there is some
evidence that the immune reaction may sometimes act to
merely suppress tumor growth rather than produce extinction
or killing of tumor cells. DeCosse and Gelfant (2) have
recently shown that a portion of the Ehrlich ascites tumor is
kept from replication by immunity. These inhibited cells can
go into mitosis after suppression of the immune reaction. In
such a situation, immunity, rather than aiding such therapy,
might actually hide cells from chemotherapeutic attack!

CONCLUSIONS

These data suggest that immunologie surveillance at the
macroscopic level exists as a means to reduce the risk of
malignancy among populations of skin papillomas. However,
this reduction is relatively inefficient in that the immune
system does not appear to discriminate between potentially
benign or malignant papillomas. To the extent that papilloma
susceptibility to regression may be dependent upon antigenic
ity, it can be concluded that antigenicity and malignant
potential are independent characters of skin papillomas.
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